
 

 

 

Integrated Survey Program (ISP) Digital Transformation Virtual 

Assessment Event (AE) Q&A Document 

1. Are organizations able to respond with partners? Yes, we encourage partners in industry, 
government labs, non-traditional organizations, and so forth. 

2. Is it permissible to submit responses to the Assessment Event as a Team? Yes, we 
encourage partners in industry, government labs, non-traditional organizations, and so 
forth. 

3. Are you ok with a company submitting for some of the objectives if they can’t fulfill all? 
All solution briefs received by the cut off will be evaluated. 

4. Can you please clarify if the submission limitation is for each of the Technology Areas of 
Interest individually or for the entire submission? Entire submission. 

5. Is there a specific place of performance? USSOCOM, Tampa, FL. 
6. Is there a POC that I can connect with to learn more about this effort and share our 

company’s products & capabilities that we believe align with the topic objectives? All 
solution briefs received by the cut off will be evaluated. If you wish to talk to a POC about 
your corporate capabilities, recommend https://www.socom.mil/st/Pages/Doing-Business-
101.aspx and https://www.sofwerx.org/getinvolvedussocom/. 

7. What is the deliverable? A demo? A prototype? An innovative commercial solution that 
includes a prototype project. Refer to CSO, Section 7. 

8. We would like to better understand PoP and if it's flexible for all. Refer to the timeline 
and phasing for this assessment event on the SOFWERX website.  

9. What is the existing technology? Manual 2D CAD drawing and photography, Map Service, 
Geoprocessing Service, Web delivery. 

10. What existing cloud sharing model is SOCOM currently using for 4g-enabled data transfer 
and computing? No existing solution. Some R&D efforts for test and evaluation on AWS 
GovCloud. 

11. Does the customer need modernization of existing apps? Depends on the solution. 
Existing baseline applications and tools with enhancements meet current needs but may 
require integration during transition to production. 

12. If vendors have a commercial off the shelf capability available today, would the timeline 
transitioning to production and integrating with MCS/COP efforts be accelerated to put 
capability in the hands of the warfighter sooner than 2022? Products and production 
exist now. Integration and transition of prototypes to production depend on the solution. 

13. What Enterprise Services do they need? Refer to objective for Enterprise Services and 
DevSecOps Pipeline in the Technology AOI. 

14. For the technology area of interest “Enterprise Services and DevSecOps pipeline”, would 
the scope entail to design a strategy and implement the recommendations? Depends on 
the solution. 

15. What Pipeline technology is used? Depends on the solution. Refer to objective for 
Enterprise Services and DevSecOps Pipeline in the Technology AOI. 



 

 

 
16. Is the ISP AOI expected to integrate with the MCS/COP effort down the road? If so, how? 

Depends on the solution. 
17. What’s the reason for not using WebGL which seems to be the leading standard for 3D 

on the web? This is a current enterprise security restriction, that could be waivered with 
justification and security review.  

18. Network Dissemination - “Solution cannot leverage the WebGL (Web Graphics Library) 
API as a rendering engine.” What is the rationale behind this limitation? Is this related to 
a security vulnerability? What other technologies or frameworks might be preferred? 
WebGL is currently not approved on DOD networks. Waivers will need to be approved. 
WebGL development is OK. We are also open to WebGL replacement solutions. 

19. What is the cause for the restriction of WebGL as a rendering engine? This is a current 
enterprise security restriction, that could be waivered with justification and security 
review.  

20. Is the restriction on WebGL a security restriction or is end-user hardware extremely 
constrained? This is a current enterprise security restriction, that could be waivered with 
justification and security review.  

21. Can WebGL be used for developers to create environments with 3D data but end users in 
DDIL environments can't view using WebGL? Yes. 

22. What alternates to WebGL, other technologies or frameworks might be preferred? 
Depends on the solution. 

23. Are there other 3D web standards that you are interested in? We prefer consensus based 
open industry geospatial standards but remain open to emerging standards depending on 
SOF interoperability with conventional and coalition forces. 

24. What formats are specifically required for support? We prefer consensus based open 
industry standards but remain open to emerging standards depending on SOF 
interoperability with conventional and coalition forces. 

25. What types of additional artifacts are likely to be generated after exporting to a CAD 
program? CAD output should consist of line elements. All other elements should be 
selectable and removable to aid in cleaning the CAD.  

26. What specific CAD tools are of interest to the community? Building drafting/sketching, 
Building Information Modeling (BIM). 

27. Is SOCOM interested in research, design, and integration of SATCOM-extended 5G 
capabilities, to include cloud computing? That is one of the objectives for this Technology 
Area of Interest. 

28. What is driving the requirement for compression? Low bandwidth environments. 
29. What are some use cases where data compression is important? Ships at sea have very 

limited bandwidth.  
30. In the Network Dissemination description, it mentions "enable visualizations in limited 

bandwidth environments." Can you specify the initial target bandwidth that should be 
met or exceeded? Goal is to get data to a forward operating base and eventually to hand-
held devices. 

 
 



 

 

 
31. What are the parameters of, or requirements for, the envisioned visualization engine? 

Refer to objective for Game Design / Interactive 3D in the Technology AOI. 
32. Would streaming a visualization work for direct access to the GPU? The majority of client-

side computers rely on integrated graphics processing. 
33. Can you share use cases which currently prioritize speed over photographic realism or 

precision? Tactical level end user w/ mobile device interfaces. 
34. Indoor - What would be the priority between accuracy, photorealism, and data 

completeness? Accuracy. 
35. Was the 95% compression benchmark based on the Draco compression algorithm? Yes. 
36. Can compression be accomplished with tilers? Yes. 
37. Is lossy compression acceptable? Depends on what data elements are lost. Accuracy and 

completeness are important. 
38. Does the compression need to be lossless? Depends on what data elements are lost. 

Accuracy and completeness are important. 
39. Would transmitting the data at a reduced resolution be acceptable? Reduced resolution 

or 2D rendition would be acceptable. 
40. Is there a resolution requirement for the 3D data sets? Elements within the model must 

be accurately depicted to an inch. Resolution should not exceed 1 inch. 
41. Regarding the 3D Model Compression topic: We are developing a 3D model compression 

technique to support our sUAS swarming efforts; we start from our raw collected data, 
compress, transmit, and then can convert to tessellated mesh and point cloud on the 
receiving end. Is this an acceptable approach? Or is the requirement to start from a 
tessellated mesh and point cloud, and then compress? This is acceptable. 

42. In the Interior 3D Capture description, it mentions "not exceeding 200 MB per floor of a 
multi-story building." Can you specify the approximate square footage of each floor in 
the building? Between 10,000 and 50,000 square feet. 

43. Indoor/Outdoor - How was the maximum file size chosen? Ideal post-compression file 
size is based on current dataset sizes and external consumer access. 

44. What could be some potential metrics for assessing prototype capabilities? Depends on 
the solution. In addition to technical metrics, consider industry best practices for software 
development and agile methodologies at this link: 
https://aaf.dau.edu/aaf/software/metrics-and-reporting/. 

45. How were the capture to post-process limitations chosen? We are unsure which 
limitation you are referring to.   

46. What APIs are permitted for this use case? No APIs are permitted at this time, but we 
encourage solutions for digital transformation that include APIs. 

47. As it relates to 3D data and mapping, how is this ISP 3D data different from the AOI last 
summer dealing with Federated Co-Production of 3D Data? This requirement includes 
technologies for on-site surveys and mobile collection. 

48. Does network dissemination include different environments (UNCLAS, Secret, TS etc.)? 
Yes, SECRET and Top Secret. 

49. Do companies need to access classified data and networks? Yes. 
 



 

 

 
50. Does ISP require current offerors to hold a TS-SCI clearance?  Yes, access to relevant data 

and networks for both prototyping and production requires personnel with Top Secret 
Clearance and SCI eligibility on Day 1.  

51. Is security clearance required day one of prototyping? Yes, access to relevant data and 
networks for both prototyping and production requires personnel with Top Secret 
Clearance and SCI eligibility on Day 1.  

52. Is the ability to obtain a TS-SCI clearance sufficient? No, access to relevant data and 
networks for both prototyping and production requires personnel with Top Secret 
Clearance and SCI eligibility on Day 1.  

53. Will USSOCOM provide sponsorship so that the Vendor personnel can acquire the 
appropriate clearances? Award will include a DD254 with security requirements. 

54. How many awardees do you anticipate? Refer to CSO, Section 4.2. 
55. Is there a funding per awardee limit? Depends on the solution.  Refer to CSO, Section 4.2. 
56. How much funding do you expect to see attached to each awardee? Depends on the 

solution.  Refer to CSO, Section 4.2. 
57. Will the prototyping phase be funded or will it be entirely at the Vendor’s expense? 

Depends on the solution.  Refer to CSO, Section 4.2. 
58. Would it be possible for you to give guidance about the typical budget of each individual 

project you aim to finance? Depends on the solution.  Refer to CSO, Section 4.2. 
59. What is the total funding amount attached to this event? Depends on the solution.  Refer 

to CSO, Section 4.2. 
60. Can a submission be solely focused on 5g enabled computing? All solution briefs received 

by the cut off will be evaluated. 
61. Would the government entertain solutions that provide airborne, remote, and wearable 

sensors that feed RF survey layers to the geospatial layer library? All solution briefs 
received by the cut off will be evaluated. 

62. Will USSOCOM provide an sUAV during the prototype phase or must the sUAV be 
provided by the vendor? All solution briefs received by the cut off will be evaluated. 

63. Is SOCOM interested in 5G protocols for other autonomous platforms (UAVs, maritime, 
terrestrial collection devices)? Depends on the solution.  Current intent is to field the 
Parrot Anafi COTS edition or GSA approved sUAV. 

64. Would a next generation imaging system that can detect, track, and classify objects as 
small as dismounts from 12,000’ AGL in a tactical UAS or from 20,000’ AGL for a slightly 
larger aircraft be of interest to the SOCOM team? Other autonomous platforms are not 
an objective for this technology area of interest. 

65. Would an imaging system be of interest to the SOCOM team? Imaging systems are not an 
objective for this technology area of interest. 

 


